WisDOT Guide to Utility Coordination
Chapter 8

Right of Way Plat

8.1 General
Almost every highway has some utilities located within or adjacent to the highway right of way. A highway
improvement project frequently requires some of these facilities to be relocated. When new right of way is purchased,
a utility may be eligible for compensation for the relocation of some of their facilities. (See Chapter 11, Utility
Reimbursement Process, for additional information on compensation.)
The right of way (R/W) plat is the first complete drawing showing proposed alignment and proposed right of way, and
giving stationing that can be related to the cross sections. The completed plat and plotted cross sections provide the
basic information the utility company engineers need to start identifying conflicts, and determining where they may be
able to put relocated or replacement facilities.
Planners are required to plan excavations to avoid to the extent possible interference with utility facilities in or near the
excavation area. See Wis. Stat. s.182.0175 in Attachment 1.2.4. If the existing facilities are not properly located and
identified, the planner cannot adequately fulfill this obligation. Utility facilities must be field located. Reliance on
utility company facility maps (hard copy or electronic) for location of utilities is not acceptable.
8.2 Establishing New Right of Way Limits
Determining the right of way required for an improvement project is not always easy. Many points of view come into
play, and the final design is not yet established at the time the right of way plat is completed. With this in mind, the
Designer is urged to set the new right of way limits conservatively so that later design changes are easily
accommodated. Also, the needs of utility companies should be taken into consideration during this process.
Attachment 8.2.1, a memo written in response to several problems encountered in former District #1, is included to
give the Designer insight into some of the items that should be considered in establishing needed right of way. The
information in this memo is relevant to all Regions. The basic points of this memo can be summarized as:
1. Be sure the right of way is wide enough to provide flexibility in final design.
2. Consider constructability and future maintenance.
3. Consider the relocation needs of the utility facilities.
4. Streamline the right of way to minimize the number of jogs.
5. Provide room outside of the slope intercepts to accommodate the above.
6. On rural projects, the suggested minimum distance between the slope intercept and the right of way line is
10 feet. (FDM Procedure 12-15-1) On urban projects 10 feet may be excessive, and 5 feet may be more
desirable. Less than 5 feet between the slope intercept and the right of way line will usually require
Temporary Interests (TI's) in order to build the project.
8.3 Showing Utilities on the Right of Way Plat
All utility facility location information shall conform to Quality Level B or Quality Level A as defined in the “American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Standard Guideline for the Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility
Data, CI/ASCE 38-02.” In summary, Quality Level B means that all utility location information must be field located.
Quality Level A means that horizontal and vertical location as well as facility size and type information must be
provided by exposing the structure and collecting the data. See the ASCE Standard Guideline document for additional
detailed information on data quality levels.
All utility information within the area covered by the right of way plat should be shown on the plat. This includes both
physical facilities and land rights information. The Designer may use a little discretion in this area. The intent is to
show the utility system affected by the project. For example, facilities on a street parallel to the project need not be
shown, unless they are connected to facilities affected by the project. See the section later in this chapter titled
“Transportation Project Plats (Recorded Right of Way Plats)” for additional information on what utility
facilities to show on recorded plats.
For non-recorded plats, all utility facilities within existing or proposed right of way, both underground and surface, shall
be shown on the plat. Overhead lines are usually not shown, but the poles supporting them (which are surface
facilities) are shown. The plat shall also indicate the ownership of the utility facility. Note that recorded plats are only
required to show utility facilities where a portion of the facility is compensable, but they may show all utility facilities.
Utilities are to be marked using the standard symbols as shown in Attachment 8.3.1 and in FDM Procedure 15-5-30.
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The intended purpose of a plat is for the purchase of land interests. As such it is not a construction document. Any
construction activity should be done using the plan sheets that were developed for that purpose. However, since the
development of the plat sheet is closely tied to the development of the plan sheets, the following discussion on
“caution” symbols is included in this section. It should be noted that “caution” symbols are not required on plats
because plats are not construction documents, but some designers may find it more efficient to include the “caution”
symbols on plat sheets rather than adding them to the plan sheets that are created later. Showing the “caution”
symbols is acceptable.
There are two caution symbols that are to be used on plans and plats. See Attachment 8.3.1 or FDM Procedure 15-530 Attachment 30.2. The Combustible Fluids Caution symbol should be used only for pipelines carrying combustible
or explosive fluids. See FDM Procedure 15-1-35. A blowup of a pipeline or gas main would cause a widespread
catastrophe.
High voltage power lines would cause serious injury to any individuals in direct contact with the lines, but the nature of
the damage is limited to the immediate area. Therefore a High Voltage Caution symbol is warranted. The symbol is
appropriate to show on electric transmission lines that are 69 kV and higher.
If a pole or pedestal has been accurately determined to lie either inside or outside of the new right of way, its
position on the plat should be slightly exaggerated to clearly demonstrate whether or not the facility is
compensable.
NOTE: The center of the pole or pedestal is used to determine compensability.
The Designer should make sure that the locations of underground facilities match between plat sheets.
On each sheet of the plat, the ownership of the utility facilities shown must be identified. It is not unusual for utilities to
change their names due to corporate reorganization, mergers, federal rulings, etc. The right of way plat should show
the most current name of the utility, if it is known. However, it is acceptable to show the name of the company as
shown on the easement documents.
All applicable land interests of utilities shall be shown on the right of way plat. This includes land owned by the utility
as well as all easements, conveyance of rights documents from past highway projects, or use agreements obtained
by the utility company.
General public utility easements established as part of land platting and certified surveys shall be shown and
identified. See Attachment 8.3.2. However, only when easements are located within new right of way and are actually
occupied by a utility does a platted general public utility easement become a compensable utility parcel.
As mentioned above, utility land interests (easements, conveyance of rights documents, etc.) need to be shown
on the plat. See also FDM Procedure 12-1-5. However, because some utility easements are written in very general
terms and cover an entire section or quarter-quarter, the plat only needs to reference the source document (by the
recording information such as volume and page, document number, etc.) that applies to the utility easement or
conveyance of rights document. The notation should also include which parcels the easement applies to. Where
specific physical boundaries of strip easements and use agreements can be identified, they may be shown as such.
Easements shall be identified as shown in the examples in Attachments 8.3.2, 8.3.3, 8.3.4, and Attachment 8.3.5.
Easements owned by a utility fall into two categories, occupied and unoccupied. An occupied easement is one in
which a utility has some type of facility. An unoccupied easement is one that is owned by a utility but is currently
unused, meaning that there is no utility facility in the easement area. Both types of easements shall be shown on the
plat. The recording information of the easement, along with what parcels are affected by the easement has to be
shown on the plat. See Attachment 8.3.5. You do not need to graphically show the limits of the easement, but in some
cases that can be helpful and it is permissible to show the limits of the easement. Unoccupied easements more than
100 feet away from the new right of way need not be shown on the plat. Any release of rights document that is
created for the highway improvement project needs to include all easements, both occupied and unoccupied.
If a utility with compensable facilities also has land (for example, at a company-owned sub-station) which WisDOT
will need to purchase for new right of way, the real estate parcel and the utility parcel are different and must be
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assigned different parcel numbers. See Attachments 8.3.3 and 8.3.6.
Utility facilities located in proposed Temporary Limited Easements or Permanent Limited Easements may be
compensable, and should be shown as a parcel on the plat where relocation is required. A Temporary Construction
Easement, Form DT2216 -Traditional Right of Way Plat or Form DT2217-Transportation Project Plat, is needed to
allow construction to take place in this area. This Temporary Construction Easement also serves as the vehicle to
allow payment because it is a temporary release of a land right.
Sometimes utilities legally occupy private land via unrecorded easements, verbal agreements, or prescriptive
rights. In this case there will not be any recorded documents and you should show the compensable utility facility
without any reference to recording information. See Parcels 46 and 47 in Attachment 8.3.7 for an example. Chapter
11 of this guide has more information regarding prescriptive rights.
When utilities sign a conveyance of rights document for a highway project they retain the right to future compensation
for utility relocations caused by an improvement project. When there is an existing conveyance of rights document
from a previous project, the utility facility is compensable and must be shown as such on the right of way plat. See
Attachment 8.3.8.
Though not always necessary, a separate Utility Plan may be prepared to avoid showing all utilities on a cluttered right
of way plat. However, the compensable utilities located in the new acquisition areas must still be shown on the right of
way plat. The separate Utility Plan must contain the reference line, existing and proposed right of way lines, all
existing utilities, slope intercepts, utility easements, and the proposed work. This separate Utility Plan will not be a part
of the right of way plat, but it must be completed at the same time as the plat if it is to be useful to the utilities. Please
consult with the Region Utility Unit if you are considering developing a Utility Plan.
8.4 Trans 233 Setbacks
Trans 233 affects the compensation of utility facilities in the highway setback area on land divisions created after
February 1, 1999. The location of the setback line, the date of the creation of the land division, and the date of the
placement of the utility facilities determine whether the utility facilities between the setback line and the right of way
line are compensable. Therefore it is important to indicate the land division recording information on the right of way
plat. For land divisions created after February 1, 1999, the land division document should be consulted to determine
whether the utility facilities in the setback area should be shown as compensable or not. Attachments 8.4.1 and 8.4.2
are examples of a Certified Survey Map (CSM) and a subdivision showing the required information.
For a more thorough discussion of Ch. Trans 233 Wis. Adm. Code and its impact on compensation of utility facilities,
see UC Guide Chapter 22, TRANS 233.
8.5 Compensable Utilities
When a utility has facilities in land rights within the proposed right of way, the relocation of these facilities and the
release of the land rights are compensable. Compensable means that WisDOT is required to offer to pay the
relocation costs of the facilities, and must obtain the land rights from the utility company. If all of the utility facilities are
within the existing right of way, WisDOT does not pay the utility to relocate its facilities unless there is a prior
conveyance of rights from a previous project. An example of compensable utility facilities on a right of way plat is
shown in Attachment 8.3.2 and Attachment 8.3.7.
For utility poles, the location of the center of the pole is used to determine compensability. If the center of a pole is
located on the right of way line or within the existing right of way, the pole is not considered compensable. There are
times when exceptions are made for very large steel poles or structures, such as transmission towers. The
compensability of large structures may be prorated based on the percentage of the structure on private lands. Other
types of utility facilities other than poles or large structures should be treated in a similar manner. The center of the
facility should be used to determine compensability or, if that is too difficult to determine, a prorated percentage based
on the area inside the existing right of way versus the area outside of the existing right of way can be used. See
Attachment 8.5.1. If any part of a utility facility is compensable, it should be shown on the plat as compensable. Check
with the Region Utility Unit if you are uncertain as to whether a facility should be shown as compensable.
Anchors and guy poles are compensable only if the primary pole is compensable.
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Service drops are not usually considered compensable. Service drops do not usually have an easement associated
with them, so there is no land right to justify payment. (We generally do not consider prescriptive rights apply to a
service drop.) There are exceptions to this. If there is an easement associated with the service drop, the service drop
would be compensable. Also, large service drops serving industries, public buildings such as schools, and other
similar facilities would be considered compensable. These services more closely resemble a distribution line than a
service connection. It is important to note that service drops are never excluded from an estimate. In general, the ratio
of payment is based on the ratio of existing utility distribution facility on private land versus public land. In the case of a
sewer main that is 50% on private land, 50% of the total invoice, including service drops, would be compensable. In
general, if none of the main is on private land, none of the work is considered compensable, even if some service
connection work requires replacement of the service drop that is outside of the right of way.
In areas where a company holds easement rights that fall within new right of way, but has no actual facilities, a parcel
must be shown.
Facilities or easements that fall within a Temporary Interest (Temporary Limited Easement or Construction Permit) or
a Permanent Limited Easement (PLE) are compensable and should be identified as parcels on the plat.
The utility facilities and land rights within the new right of way shall be marked and identified with the owner's name
and the parcel number. The utility companies and the parcel numbers shall be shown on the Schedule of Interests
portion of the plat. The Interest Required is a “Release of Rights.” A sample Schedule of Interests is shown in
Attachment 8.3.6. In addition to the information shown in Attachment 8.3.6, it is sometimes helpful to include the last
two digits of the Utility Project ID on the Schedule of Interest, directly after the utility company name. This is
particularly helpful when there are multiple plats for a project and where a utility company may have more than one
utility agreement. Again, the Utility Project ID is optional.
It is possible for a utility facility within existing highway right of way to be compensable. This would occur when a utility
has previously given WisDOT a release of rights for an earlier project. For example, in 1954 WisDOT purchased
new right of way for STH 23 in Iowa County. GTE North gave WisDOT a release of rights at that time, but did not
relocate their facilities. In 1992, WisDOT again planned to reconstruct STH 23. GTE North was eligible for
compensation on both the facilities in the right of way purchased in 1992 and the facilities in the right of way
purchased in 1954. This was discovered by reading the language in the Conveyance of Rights from 1954, which was
found in the title searches for the project. See Attachment 8.3.8.
An unusual situation occurs where lands adjacent to a highway have been dedicated for highway purposes.
Although such lands will not appear on the plat as new right of way, it is possible that a utility located within the
dedicated lands would be a compensable parcel if the utility's occupation of the lands pre-dates the dedication.
A related situation is where the utility has facilities in a land division “Highway Setback” area. It is possible that the
facilities in the setback area are not compensable even though they are in a utility easement. This is only true for
facilities placed after February 1, 1999. Any facilities placed prior to that date would be compensable. See Chapter
22, Trans 233, for additional information.
On projects involving a designated freeway (per Wis. Stats. 84.295) municipally owned utilities are 90% compensable
when located within existing right of way. These facilities should be shown similar to compensable utility parcels, but
they would be labeled as “Utility Agreement 101” or simply “UA 101” rather than parcel 101. They are not exactly a
parcel, but they are compensable and need to be shown on the plat. They would be labeled on the applicable plat
sheets and listed in the Schedule of Interests. When numbering the Utility Agreements start with “UA 101.” If there
are more than 100 parcels, but less than 200, start with “UA 201,” and so on. Facilities in new right of way are still a
utility parcel and would be 100% compensable. It is quite likely that there will be two agreements required, one for the
90% compensable work and one for the 100% compensable work. Two state statutes are involved and two different
agreement forms are required.
8.6 Non-Compensable Utilities
Utility facilities that are within the existing right of way are non-compensable unless a conveyance of rights was
obtained on an earlier project. Attachment 8.6.1 shows non-compensable utilities on a right of way plat.
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8.7 Preliminary Right of Way Plat
The base plat, which shows all the existing land information, should be submitted to the Region Utility Unit for their
review prior to placing new right of way information on the plat. The Utility Unit will verify that all existing information is
shown as required. This may save time and rework in later reviews.
A print of the preliminary right of way plat must be given to the Utility Unit for their review at least one month prior to
the completion of the final plat. The Utility Unit will check to see that the utility facilities and land rights are shown
properly. Changes and corrections that must be made will be submitted to the Designer prior to the completion of the
right of way plat that is submitted with the relocation order.
8.8 Signed Right of Way Plat
A copy of the signed right of way plat, and all revisions that may affect utilities, must be given to the Utility Unit. The
designer must provide the Utility Unit with a copy of the plat when it is first signed, and again whenever it is revised. At
the same time, they will also need a set of plan and profile pages, mainline and side road cross-sections, as well as
typical sections and intersection details and all information necessary to design the utility relocations required. The
Designer must provide this information. For in-house projects additional sets of all of the above will be requested by
the Utility Unit to send to all of the affected utilities. The designer is responsible for furnishing the prints to the Utility
Unit. On consultant projects refer to the contract to determine who is responsible for sending plats and plans to the
utilities.
8.9 Transportation Project Plats (Recorded Right of Way Plats)
A Transportation Project Plat (TPP) is a highway right of way plat that is recorded at the County Register of Deeds
Office. It must contain the utility easement and all utility-related land interest information. They must also show
existing utility facilities in the acquisition area and all other compensable utility facilities, such as facilities occupying
areas where a Conveyance of Rights in Land document is in effect from a previous project.
When any part of a utility facility is compensable, all of that utility’s facilities shall be shown on the TPP. This includes
facilities in the new acquisition area, in the existing right of way, and in areas adjacent to the right of way. In most
cases, sewer and water facilities are not compensable and will not be shown on plats. The exception is when the
sewer or water utility owns an easement or on projects where a highway is designated as a freeway by Wis. Stat.
s.84.295.
The timing of the recording of TPP’s is generally later in the project development process, usually after highway
project plans have been sent to the utility companies. When the TPP is not recorded by the time the highway plans
are sent to utility companies, this creates problems for utility coordination. The Office of General Counsel has issued
a legal opinion that states we can send plans and agreement forms to utility companies prior to the relocation order
date or recording date. See Attachment 8.9.1. The utility company can also sign the agreement forms and return
them to WisDOT prior to the relocation order date. However, as a matter of policy and to be sure we are in
compliance with Wis. Stat. s.4.09, WisDOT will not sign the agreements until after the TPP has been recorded. If the
TPP is not recorded by the time the utility returns the agreements to WisDOT, the highway improvement project will
be delayed. Also, the release of rights documents, either the Conveyance of Rights in Land or the Quit Claim Deed,
must reference the recorded plat in the legal description. Therefore, the utility coordinator cannot send out the release
of rights document until after the TPP is recorded. If the TPP is not recorded at the time the highway plans are sent to
the utilities, it is recommended that the utility coordinator send the release of rights document to the utility company
with the approved utility agreement. A sample cover letter for sending the approved utility agreement and the release
of rights document is shown in Attachment 11.15.2, of Chapter 11, “Utility Reimbursement Process,” of this Guide.
When a TPP is recorded, the Register of Deeds will create an index for the TPP and all subsequently recorded
documents are indexed to the TPP. Our release documents need to be indexed to the TPP. So, the legal
description needs to contain a reference to the TPP and that means that the TPP has to be recorded prior to
creating the release document.
The current method of operation does not require the recording of the TPP until just shortly before real estate is
purchased, which is usually going to be after the utility coordinator has sent out the Project Plans packet of
information to the utilities. In the past we included the release document in the Project Plans packet. In many
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cases we can no longer do that because the TPP won't be recorded at that time. Instead, the new process will
have the release document sent to the utility company at the time the approved utility agreement is sent to the
utility company. It is anticipated that the TPP will be recorded by this time and the appropriate legal description,
including the recording information of the TPP, can be included in the release document. If for some reason the
TPP is not recorded by the time the Utility Agreement is sent back to the utility company, the Region has a
problem and the project letting should probably be rescheduled.
The agreement states “For and in consideration of the conveyance by separate instrument to the State of
Wisconsin of certain lands or interests or rights in said lands in which the Company holds a real property interest,
the Department will pay...,” which means that the agreement is not valid until we receive the release document.
We cannot pay any invoices until the release document is received and recorded. By signing the agreement the
utility company has agreed to provide the release document. The PS&E can be submitted prior to the recording
of the release document, and the project can be let prior to the recording, however, we cannot pay any
invoices until after the release document is recorded.
If plat revisions are needed, the TPP must be corrected in one of two different ways, depending on the nature of
the required revisions. If the recorded plat is missing a utility land interest area, or the utility is not listed as a
parcel, the plat must be amended. This means the plat must be revised (amended) and a new plat recorded. An
example of missing a utility land interest area is where we show the utility facility inside the right of way with no
utility easement. Then we discover that the utility facility is really outside of the right of way and it is thus
compensable. We would need to revise the plat to show the facility outside of the right of way and label it as a
parcel. If there were a recorded easement that we originally missed, we would have to add that information also.
This revised plat would then be recorded at the Register of Deeds Office. A new release of rights document would
have to be recorded also, unless the error was detected before the release of rights document was recorded.
If the plat revision is more of a clerical nature, such as adding existing easement recording information that we
missed in the original TPP, that correction can be dealt with in the legal description in the release of rights
document. This assumes that we had correctly shown the utility as compensable on the original TPP, and it was
labeled as a parcel. So, the only thing that needs correcting is the existing easement information. Revise the legal
description to include all of the correct information and return the release of rights document to the utility for
signature before recording it. This method can also be used to correct the name of a utility company or to correct
text errors on the TPP.
8.10 TPP and Traditional Plat on the Same Project
On projects where there are a lot of temporary limited easements (TLEs), it is possible that the Project Manager
may decide to have both a traditional plat and a TPP. For example, a project is 10 pages long and there is fee
acquisition only at two intersections, which are on two separate pages. The remaining 8 pages are for TLEs. Since
TLEs are temporary interests by definition, there is no point in recording those 8 pages. They would just be
unnecessary recorded documents at the Register of Deeds Office and they could confuse someone in the future.
So, to avoid cluttering up the Register of Deeds files with worthless documents, the Project Manager will use a
TPP for the two pages where fee acquisitions are needed and a traditional plat to show the TLEs. These plats will
have separate right of way project ID numbers and different sets of parcel numbers (although the plat preparer
could use the same utility parcel numbers on the two plats for each utility company if they choose to).
The utility coordinator still needs to acquire the land interests from the utility companies. In order to do that, a
release of rights document is needed for the TPPs, and a Temporary Construction Easement is needed for the
traditional plat areas. This assumes that no TLEs will be shown on the TPP. Different right of way project ID
numbers will be used on the two documents. The release of rights document will have a legal description
referencing the TPP right of way project ID and the Temporary Construction Easement will have a legal
description referencing the traditional plat right of way project ID. The same Utility Project ID number will be used
on both documents. The utility agreement will cover the work necessary for the entire project, so only one Utility
Project ID will be needed.
8.11 Cooperative Acquisition
Wis. Stat. s. 84.093 allows WisDOT to enter into agreements with utility companies for the acquisition, development
and maintenance of right of way. This process is optional and will be decided on a project basis. If cooperative
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acquisition is used on a project, additional information regarding the land interests needed by the utility company must
be shown on the plat. Wis. Stat. s. 84.093, cooperative acquisition of rights-of-way, is Attachment 8.11.1.
The decision to use cooperative acquisition should be made jointly by the Region design, real estate, plat
development and utility unit personnel. The decision to use cooperative acquisition should be made early in the
design process so that the appropriate agreements can be developed and the additional information that is required
on the plat can be added during the initial plat development process.
To date, cooperative acquisition has not been used on any projects, primarily because of many questions that have
arisen regarding how it can be implemented. Please consult with the Office of General Counsel (OGC) is cooperative
acquisition is being considered. Additional guidance is provided in Attachment 8.11.2.
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Compensable – center
of pole in acquisition
area

Noncompensable –
center of pole is on
the existing r/w line

4-legged tower
3 legs in new r/w, one
leg in existing r/w
75% compensable

Large utility facility
60 % in new r/w
60% compensable

Attachment 8.3.2: Compensable Utility Facilities
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Noncompensable - center of pole inside
existing r/w

Compensable – center of pole in
acquisition area

Noncompensable – center of
pole is on the existing r/w line

4-legged tower
3 legs in new r/w, one leg in existing r/w
75% compensable

Large utility facility
60 % in new r/w
60% compensable

Attachment 8.5.1: Compensable Utility Facilities
May 6, 2015
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SENDING AGREEMENTS PRIOR TO RELOCATION ORDER
Below is a Legal Opinion by Fred Wisner on the ability of WisDOT to send plats, plans and utility
agreements to the utility companies prior to the signing of the relocation order or the recording of the
Transportation Project Plat. This is reprinted from an email message to Ernest Peterson, dated
Thursday, July 27, 2006, 12:00 PM.
You ask to what extent can the Department commit to the reasonable costs to a utility for the
compensable work for the relocation of its utility facilities required by a state trunk highway
improvement, prior to or independent of filing a transportation project plat.
Short Answer: The Department is authorized by Wis. Adm. Code § Trans 220.05(6) and (7) to approve
the reasonable costs of compensable work that is included in the utility's work plan. This approval is
not conditioned or depended upon the filing of a transportation project plat.
Discussion
Wis. Stat. § 84.063 authorizes a process for facilitating the timely relocation of utility facilities within the
right of way of a proposed Department highway improvement. Wis. Adm. Code ch. Trans 220
establishes the administrative procedures for implementing Wis. Stat. § 84.063. The rule includes a
step-by-step process with timelines for the Department and utilities to follow to achieve a timely
relocation of utility facilities, and covers both noncompensable and compensable work. Compensable
work is defined in Wis. Adm. Code § Trans 220.03(3) as follows:
Trans 220.03(3)
(3) "Compensable work" means utility facility alteration or relocation work for which the
department will reimburse the utility facility owner under programs or policies of the department,
including s. 84.295 (4m), Stats.
Of relevance here for purposes of this discussion, is Wis. Adm. Code § Trans 220.05(6) and (7).
These subsections read as follows:
Trans 220.05(6)
(6) For compensable work, in addition to the items specified in sub. (5), the work plan shall
include an estimate of cost for utility facilities relocation including appropriate credits for
betterments, used life and salvage. An executed conveyance of rights or quitclaim deed to the
property occupied by the owner's facilities if one is required by the improvement project may be
submitted at this time.
Trans 220.05(7)
(7) The department shall review the work plan to ensure compatibility with permit requirements,
the improvement plans and construction schedule, reasonableness of relocation scheme and
reasonableness of cost for compensable work. If the work plan submitted by the owner is not
compatible or reasonable, the department shall advise the owner by mail as soon as
practicable. If sent through regular mail, the department may include a receipt of mailing form. If
a receipt of mailing form is sent, the owner shall complete the form and mail it back to the
department within 7 calendar days of receipt. The owner shall submit a revised work plan within
30 calendar days of receipt of advice by the department that the work plan is not compatible or
reasonable. The department shall review the revised work plan and if the work plan is still not
compatible or reasonable, the work plan revision process shall be repeated. When the work
plan is compatible and reasonable, the department shall advise the owner by mail of its
approval.
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It is clear from the aforesaid two subsections that the Department is authorized to approve the
reasonableness and compatibility of a utility's work plan for the relocation of its utility facilities
required by a state trunk highway improvement, and that such approval covers the reasonable
costs of compensable work included as part of the work plan. Nothing in Wis. Stat § 84.063,
nor in Wis. Adm. Code ch. Trans 220, makes the approval of the work plan conditioned or
depended upon the filing of a transportation project plat.
Conclusion
The Department is authorized by Wis. Adm. Code § Trans 220.05(6) and (7) to approve the reasonable
costs of compensable work that is included in the utility's work plan. This approval is not conditioned or
depended upon the filing of a transportation project plat.
-----------Fred Wisner
Assistant General Counsel
WI Department of Transportation
608.266.7256
fred.wisner@dot.state.wi.us
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Wis. Stat. s. 84.093 Cooperative acquisition of rights–of–way
(1) The department, acting in the public interest, may contract with a public utility, as defined in s.
196.01 (5), or with a rural electric cooperative association, as described in s. 32.02 (10), for the receipt
or furnishing of services, or the joint exercise of any power or duty required or authorized by law,
relating to the acquisition, development or maintenance of rights–of–way to be used jointly by the
department and a public utility or rural electric cooperative association. If parties to a contract under
this section have varying powers or duties under the law, each may act under the contract to the extent
of its lawful powers and duties. This section shall be interpreted liberally in favor of cooperative action
between the department and a public utility or rural electric cooperative association.
(2) Any contract under this section may provide a plan for administration of the function or project,
which may include provisions as to proration of the expenses involved, deposit and disbursement of
funds appropriated, submission and approval of budgets and formation and letting of contracts.
History: 1997 a. 91; 1999 a. 32 s. 166.
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